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Understanding Latency 
in Modern Mobile 
Networks

KPI has gained more focus in recent years with the introduction of 5G 
networks. It is commonly understood as the time it takes for an IP packet 
to reach the destination and it is measured in milliseconds (ms). The lower 
the latency is, the faster data gets to the end point to create a given 
digital service. The bandwidth (bit rate, capacity) available in the network 
further affects the amount of IP packets that can be transmitted at the 
same time.

With 4G, latency dropped significantly compared to good old 3G, the first 
real mobile data service. 5G non-standalone and 5G standalone networks 
promise to enhance latency, along with high bit rates, even further down 
to 1 ms. But what is the network latency consumers really experience 
today in commercial mobile networks? How should you measure and 
understand latency? Can you interpret latency metrics in a novel way and 
understand better the performance of your network?
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The vantage point affects the absolute latency. If we measure the
latency from the mobile device to the base station hardware, in
favorable conditions we can get to as low as 1 ms. Yet, when we
measure further away from the mobile device, the latency grows due
to the physical distance and due to all the nodes in the path that need
to process the IP packets. Still, it is worth noting that the distance
dictates the lower bound of the latency, but does not directly affect
the fluctuation of the latency (often referred to as jitter) nor the
upper bound.

Core and access networks are primarily built with optical links and
they are extremely fast. The resulting latency comes in most cases
from the physical distance to a vantage point. Still, if a part of the
network becomes congested, it will increase the latency and
potentially create packet loss. The end points themselves can also
affect the latency. The latency is affected by how the end points, e.g.
server and mobile device, handle the data. Today when discussing
crowd-sourced measurement, smartphones are rather powerful and
should not add any significant amount of latency due to the data
processing. Continue reading on our insight page:
https://bit.ly/network_latency 
 

In-depth latency 
analysis coupled 
with user data 
traffic reveals 
network capacity 
problems, thus, 
giving network top 
speed analytics 
without explicit 
speed tests.

 Distance to the vantage point,
 Performance of the end points themselves, and
 Capacity of the wireless link.

Where does latency come from?

While transfer bit rate reflects the lowest performance between
the data source and the destination, e.g. the bottleneck speed
between a server and mobile user, latency builds up in the
network. The longer the path, the higher the latency typically is.
Naturally physical and link layer technologies matter, all nodes on
the path add some amount of latency and availability of network
capacity finally dictates how quickly IP packets get through a
router, switch or cellular base station.
In modern cellular networks, latency is primarily a sum of three
components:

1.
2.
3.



OUR SOLUTION
NETRADAR

Actionable Netradar hybrid measurement 
technology enables mobile operators to take 
concrete and decisive actions.

Quantity: Huge amount of data (1000-10000 
times more than competition can offer).

Quality: Relevant data showing how 
customers are being really served. We do not 
infer performance issues, because we know.

Unique features not available from anywhere 
else: capacity issues, indoor performance, 
missing coverage, true latency.

Visual Dashboard with latency views and 
anomaly detector (Netradar AI automatically 
shows bigger challenges that need fixing).

NETRADAR TEAM

Netradar is a Finnish-based technology company established in 2017. 
We increase customer satisfaction by helping operators world-wide to 
identify poor mobile network experiences. With real, daily customer 
data, we steer operators to focus their investments where it matters the 
most for their customers

We are an international team of telecom professionals with over 100 
years combined experience. We understand technology and we 
understand consumer experience.

All we want is for you to become a leader within your industry:
 Let’s raise the bar together!

WWW.NETRADAR.COM

https://bit.ly/Netradar_Solution
http://www.netradar.com/


The Sustainable Way to Measure 
Network Quality
by PROF. PHD JUKKA MANNER

Read more

Global warming has been taken extremely seriously around the world and various
countries and industry sectors are working to lower their impact on our
environment. The ICT sector brings constantly new services and solutions that
help other sectors to realize their goals on resource efficiency and sustainability.

In next issue article, we will discuss the sustainability of the Netradar solution, and
why there is no better solution in terms of sustainability.

EVENT LIVE
CommunicAsia
B Y  J U K K A  H I E T A  
S A L E S  D I R E C T O R

This year we have the opportunity to
participate for the first time live to
CommunicAsia, an event by ATxSG in
Singapore.

We will demo the latest features of the
Netradar Solution latency, blackspot, indoor
and more. Book a meeting with us already
today.

If you are unable to meet us there you can
download our company presentation and
technical sheet on our website as well as
contact our team: 

COMING NEXT

Book a meeting
www.netradar.com/communicasia

jukka.hieta@netradar.com

STAY TUNED AND CONTACT US FOR A FREE DEMO

https://www.netradar.com/book-meeting/
https://bit.ly/networksustainability
https://www.netradar.com/book-meeting/
https://www.netradar.com/insights/
https://www.netradar.com/book-meeting/
https://www.netradar.com/book-meeting/
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